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We envisage Cohen International School as one of those unique international schools that will give
education a new name by breaking the typical characteristics and moulding the future of students by
optimizing educational opportunities as the cornerstone of the learning procedure. Cohen International
School also believes in enriching childhood by imparting Knowledge, Insight, Innovation, Technology and
Transformation in accordance with global needs.

Cohen International School is committed to motivating, encouraging and inculcating every student with the
mantra of knowlege, learn and outshine the world. Our motto is 'Excellence Through Harmony'. We believe
that each child is special and our mission is to help the kids explore the various ﬁelds available and choose
one of their own interests. Cohen International School in its pursuit for imparting holistic education,
empowers students by best in class academics & sports imbibes & inculcates creative learning with
goal-oriented, overall development.
The following are the salient features of our mission Holistic education: We aim at becoming a world-class teaching institution, one that will lay the foundation
stone for intellectual minds and a compassionate heart.
Physical and mental wellness: A sound mind resides in a sound body. We value the importance of
physical ﬁtness and mental wellness. CIS curriculum will include sports, Yoga activities and sessions for
catering to the emotional needs of each child.
Intellectual development: We aim at imparting knowledge that not only kindles the minds but also touches
their heart. Our curriculum will include human values, gender equality, outreach activities, moral education
in addition to formal education.
Follow your dream: CIS offers the right platform to harness the unique talents of each kid, and groom them
to be excel in the ﬁelds of their choice, be it academics, ﬁne arts, sports.
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MR. JYOTI RANJAN TRIPATHY
Founder & Chairman, Cohen International
School Studied Mechanical Engineering at
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Kharagpur. After brief stint in Top MNC’s,
pursued his passion in teaching and founded
Vidwan Classes, a premier IIT & Medical
entrance institute of Odisha. To further
strengthen grassroots education has founded
Cohen International School spread over
10acres of land near to IIT Bhubaneswar.

CIS is a unique school, which is a temple of learning and a stepping stone to every kid's dreams. Our ﬁrst step
paves the road to our destination and hence, beginnings do matter a lot. My humble beginning with a passion to
learn, courage to face obstacles, 'never say never' attitude laid the foundation for my life's principles and my vision.
As a kid, I always felt the need to have an educational institution that not only offers world-class academics but also
helps students pursue their dreams, whether it is in academics or art or sports or management. CIS is the brainchild
of my vision and the relentless efforts of like-minded people. I urge you all to pay a visit to our lovely campus. Our
school will leave no stone unturned to groom your wards and shape their future well. We strive to provide quality
education with equal importance to core human values. Our aim is to see our students grow up as self-reliant,
conﬁdent and content individuals.
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MR. VIKAS BAHINIPATI
Vice Chairman, Cohen Internationational
School MBA from Maastricht School of
Management, Netherlands with over 18
years of corporate work experience in Africa,
Middle East & Asia. Educationist and
administrative experience spanning across
various countries & cultures. Trained as an
ISO 9001:2000 Internal Auditor and has
completed Kaizen – Six Sigma, Green Belt
course too.

Dear Students & Parents,
Cohen International School (CIS) was conceptualized with the aim of providing holistic education to students
enabling them to excel in both scholastics and co-scholastics areas of learning. Our journey reached an important
milestone with the inauguration of our own lush green campus situated on the foothills of the famous Barunei Hills
having all modern infrastructure & facilities. Our student community is having all the necessary amenities for a
thorough learning environment for their intellectual growth. All our stakeholders have contributed immensely to
uninterrupted learning through virtual mode ensuring that the pandemic doesn’t curtail the academic growth of our
students. Our Cohen Value Added Programmes like Cohen Phonics & Communication sessions, Not Just Stories
(NJS) sessions, Vedic Maths, Reasoning, NTSE & KVPY classes, Arts & Crafts, Music & Dance, Yoga classes
were widely appreciated and beneﬁted our students. Through our leadership programme, Cohen Talks, our
students had the privilege of interacting with many intellectuals from the ﬁeld of science, technology as well as
from the corporate world. Our Cohen School Integrated Programme for Grade XI & XII has been the choice of
many students who are aspiring engineers, medicos and scientists & are beneﬁted by the career-oriented
coaching and schooling. In a nutshell, CIS offers all our students the launchpad for their future careers. Our
academicians/teachers are also provided with regular training sessions which help them hone their skillsets. CIS
has been duly recognized by various organizations for making great strides within a short span of time in the ﬁeld of
education.
Our school’s vision has been to enrich our students with the knowledge, insight and ignite their minds towards
innovation and transform them to become leaders in their respective ﬁelds. Our students have demonstrated their
will to learn and excel by participating in various competitions and examinations. We take great pride in having
such a vibrant & focused student community.
I thank all our parents for their continued support.
“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus character –
that is the goal of true education” – Martin Luther King
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MR. JANMEJAY MANDAL
Secretary, Cohen International School is an MBA
from Utkal University, Bhubaneswar with over
16 years of experience in the ﬁeld of Education and
Student Counselling. Work experience in major
cities of India with good working relationships
with various academic institutions of repute in the
country.
Co-Convenor of "Science Movement", a science and
technology program for students of Odisha.

The legacy of Cohen International School presents its renderings with a big difference, in pursuance of its
Educational objectives with a purpose to serve the cause of students for their transformation into quality citizens of
a healthy nation. Cohen International School has been ensuring the best in education, based on quality-rich
modern parameters of psychological motivation, sensible handling of students’ assimilating efﬁcacy and of
value-based orientations.
Cohen International School, located in the capital city of Odisha, caters to childhood education ranging from LKG
to Class-XII, under afﬁliation to the Central Board of Secondary Education, New Delhi. With an adequate blend of
curricular and extra-curricular provisions for balanced growth of the tender minds, coupled with the extraordinary
Educational Philosophy, this Institution has adopted the strategy of joyful learning through neutralization of the
adverse loads on students, by our delicate approach in balancing body and mind, through motivational
approaches. The element of motivation is found in every front & each student gets a superb intellectual stimulus to
make him creative.
With all the innovative approaches and delicate care, Cohen is fast moving forward in the materialization of its
mission of educating students and making them enlightened individuals and to provide individual attention and
quality education.
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Our Neutrinos
(KG Children) &
Quarks
(Grade I- Grade V)

The future
crusaders of
Cohen can be
seen promoting a
clean and green
environment on

Earth Day
using the art
skills learnt.
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Art & Craft
There are no limits to children’s imagination, and art & craft is
an amazing approach that enables them to channel this creative
bent of mind. Engaging in activities related to art and craft at
an early age promotes hand-eye coordination and building levels
of manual dexterity. Working with a variety of materials helps
them to develop knowledge about different shapes, colours and
textures, how things work and how they ﬁt in. It is a weekly
co-scholastic session for our learners.
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ASSEMBLY
Morning Assembly is an integral part of
our school’s schedule. It includes
prayers, information on the latest
happenings, inspiring thoughts, new
words, the national anthem, etc. Morning
assembly is important for a child’s
development.
Morning Assembly is not just about
standing in long queues and singing
prayers but it’s something beyond just
prayers. All the activities carried out in
the morning assembly by our staff and
students have a great inuence in every
point of life. The positive effects of
attending school assemblies can be felt
throughout life. It develops a feeling of
being united.
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FUTURISTIC FORAY
ROBOTICS
Robotics is an interdisciplinary branch of computer
science and engineering. Robotics involves the
design, construction, operation, and use of robots.
The goal of robotics is to design machines that can
help and assist humans.
Cohen has initiated the Robotics session as a part of
our curriculum adhering to the needs of the changing
world by polishing our students with a skill set that will
help them in the long run.
The Robotics course has been meticulously designed
to allow our young geniuses to extensively explore the
world of technology and robotics. We intend to keep
our students updated with the most recent
technological advancements rather than traditional
and outdated teaching methods. Robotics is a fun and
an effective way to introduce kids to not only
programming but also to engage their interests in
other subjects in a creative manner.
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STORY-WEAVERS OF TOMORROW….
Children engaging in LSRW focused NJS session conducted by Ms.Saswati Nanda

Not Just Stories (NJS) Programme
Not Just Stories (NJS) is an integral part of our early years and primary curriculum. The programme is facilitated by
Ms. Saswati Nanda. She is an Early Literacy Specialist and a certiﬁed Story Teller. Ms.Saswati is an International
Synthetic Phonics Trainer and is associated with over 130 schools of national and international repute across the
length and breadth of the country. This programme aims to increase the happiness quotient of children through
passionate and powerful performance storytelling. The NJS sessions are focused on developing the LSRW
(Listening Speaking Reading Writing) skills amongst the children through the medium of storytelling.
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cohen sparklers
A Finishing School Programme

GROOMING BY SELF
Students actively participated in the session,
where they learnt effective grooming skills which
helped them take one step forward in shaping a
positive personality for themselves. They learnt to
cut their nails, to fold handkerchief, how to button
their shirts and many more life-skills. Students also
learnt how to maintain oral hygiene and keep their
bodies neat and clean. Children were taught to get
dressed and they learnt to wear their school
uniform and get ready for school without
assistance.

ETIQUETTES AND TABLE MANNERS
Cohen Sparklers Etiquettes and Table manners was
conducted for the children of for the understanding of
proper table etiquette and practising good table
manners were in part what makes us civil human
beings. The importance of table manners (are as old
as human society itself, the reason being that no
human society can exist without them) was discussed
and shared. Children explored the different rules of
etiquette used while eating, which also included the
use of cutlery and utensils.
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ODISHA WALK-THROUGH.......
Cohen Sparklers- Odisha Walkthrough
- a Treasure Hunt, was an enriching a
session that had children gain
knowledge about the stunning
architecture, history, dialects, vibrant
art music, unique cuisine and dance
forms that make Odisha ever sprightly
the state of India.
Children were ﬁlled with pride to know
about the cultural heritage of their own
state.

RECYCLE AND REUSE (CONNECTING WITH NATURE)
Nature an inspiration in itself! We in Cohen made children connect with it while having
fun exploring the possibilities to make the best out of its waste.
The children of Grade IV & V went in search and
collected leaves, ﬂowers and twigs to create a
butterﬂy and a reusable bowl. The session was
interesting and it captured the attention of the
children, they were totally involved while learning
how to turn the waste thing or things from nature
(leaves, ﬂowers and twigs) into something
beautiful. They felt a little closer and more
involved with Earth which was the intent of the
session.
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Soft Skills –
Self-Introduction and Self-Management

A soft skills session for the early years children was conducted focusing on the non-technical skills which enabled
the children to learn to conduct themselves during a formal conversation especially while introducing themselves.
They were also provided with tricks and techniques to self-manage themselves by learning how to fold their own
clothes (shirts and dresses).

Soft Skills are productive personality traits that characterize
one's relationships in a social environment. These skills include
social grace, communication, personal habit, cognitive or emotional
empathy, time management, teamwork and leadership trait.
A soft skills session for the Primary Years children was
conducted to help them learn and imbibe the tricks and
techniques of self-introduction in scenarios (introduction
of self in a classroom to an individual to an open forum
etc.). They were also provided with a list of words and
phrases to be avoided and used instead of making them
future- ready!
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HEALING MIND & BODY

The word 'Yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit
root 'Yuj', meaning 'to join' or 'to unite. Yoga
is an ancient practice of doing activities that
help people become more relaxed and
balanced. Wellbeing is a priority in Cohen
and performing Yoga sets our children at the
right pace towards achieving it.

Glimpses of International Yoga Day Celebration
and
Yoga sessions in everyday school
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CIS EXPLORERS
Our caring teachers devote themselves to our
students and their needs every day; while also
being their guardian, mentor and friend. At Cohen,
our curriculum is designed with the objective to
constructively ignite our young students' minds
and positively navigate their vibrant energy
towards building a better and brighter future for
India and the World.
We also ﬁrmly believe in creating an atmosphere
for collaborative learning; wherein our students
grow with experiences from the outside world their surroundings, their families, their peers and
through their deep bonds of friendship.

Thumb Printing
– Learning letter U
(recognition)

In CIS, we believe that the child’s brain can
accumulate things from its surroundings by
executing some hands-on activities.
These sessions allow our children to present their
creativity in each and every chapter engaging their
kinesthetics skills, enhancing their ability through
experiential learning.
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OLYMPIADS
Olympiads exams are all about bringing the best out of
children. These are national and international
competitions that prove beneﬁcial in the long run.
Olympiad Examinations help to identify a child's
capability and real potential that may help him survive
better in today's modern competitive world.
They motivate students to endeavor for a better and
deeper understanding of scientiﬁc facts to enhance their
reasoning, analytical and problem-solving skills. They
also bring out the areas lacking proﬁciency so that so that
a proper orientation can be given to improve in that area.
Olympiad exams have several beneﬁts that can be
mentioned. It challenges students to come out of their
comfort zone. It instils an inbuilt desire to learn and seek
more knowledge. It pushes their ability to perform better
in all examinations taken. It allows them to review their
progress at frequent intervals. It inspires students with
the marks gained. It imbibes a positive attitude in
students.
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HINDI DIWAS (14 September) is celebrated annually to pay tribute to the national language of India. The
celebration takes place all over the country which marks the importance of the most widely spoken Hindi language.
To mark this day, we at CIS virtually celebrated Hindi week conducting activities for the students across all grades.
Through these activities, students reminded everyone about a few interesting facts related to Hindi language.
Students highlighted the signiﬁcance of the language in connecting the citizens of India. We tried to spread the
message “Hindi Hamaari Shaan Hai, Desh Ka Abhimaan Hai”. We emphasized that we should be proud of our
national language and should learn to speak in the public domain without any hesitation. This urged everyone to
feel proud of our ofﬁcial language - Hindi. The celebration concluded on a positive note that the language and
culture of any country plays an important role in connecting people, thereby making a strong nation. Children
thoroughly enjoyed the activities as part of the Hindi Diwas.
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COHEN COMPETITIONS

Poster making
competition focused on
bringing an
understanding among
the children about
preserving the
environment by reusing
and recycling waste
material.

“

Competition focused on bringing
an understanding among the
children about preserving the
environment by reusing and
recycling waste material.
Fantabulous ideas were
demonstrated using material like
newspaper, old CDs, used plastic
bottles, ropes, ice cream sticks,

BELIEVE It, AChIEVE It!
PONDERING EXPRESSIONS
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“

bangles, shoe boxes etc.

Essay writing
encourages and
enhances critical
thinking, creative
thinking and helps in
organising thoughts and
improves
communication skills as
well.
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COHEN GOT TALENT
A child is like a buttery in the wind
Some can y higher than others,
But each one ies the best it can.
Why compare one against the other?
Each one is different.
Each one is special.
Each one is beautiful.
Healthy competition inspires us to do our best - not just
good enough. When students compete they become
more inquisitive, research-oriented and learn to work
with others as well as in teams. They learn to strive for
the better always. These abilities prepare our little ones
for their bright future. The idea behind conducting the
competitions every month is to offer a chance for
participants to gain substantial experience, showcase
skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes and uncover
personal aptitude.
When students showcase their talents, they become
more conﬁdent, inquisitive and learn to maximize their
endless potential. They learn to strive for the better
always. These abilities prepare our little ones for their
bright future. Cohen students showcased their talents
by bringing out their untapped abilities and skills
acquired. This enabled them to maximize their potential
which was acknowledged & appreciated by peers and
facilitators alike.
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SCIENCE MOVEMENT
Science is a way of life. Science is a perspective.
Science is the process that takes us from confusion to
understanding in a manner that's precise, predictive
and reliable - a transformation, for those lucky enough
to experience it, that is empowering and emotional.
Science Movement is an endeavour of Subhadra
Charitable Trust, a non-proﬁt organization for
generating scientiﬁc fervour in young minds, in
association with Cohen International School, Jatni,
Bhubaneswar, Odisha. We had eminent speakers who
shared their immense knowledge and inspiring
thoughts in the two days chalked event.
Understanding DNA: 3D folding inﬂuences how we
read our Genes had amazing interesting facts that were
unveiled by Dr. Subhojit Sen.
The session of Prof. Gagan Bihari Mohanty was
enlightening insight into the aspects of neutrons and
quarks using the simple lab microscope.
Prof. Bedangadas Mohanty delivered his talk on
"Origin of Mass (TBC)" He explained the discovery of
Higgs particle & Big bang theory.
Prof. Chandra Sekhar Purohit talked about "Chemistry
in the welfare of Human Society and the Challenges in
future" where he discussed about the discovery of ﬁrst
anti-biotic Penicillin.
Topic - "Origin of the Universe" was delivered by Prof.
Ajit Mohan Srivastava & Prof. Deepak Modi talked
about "Why Sex Matters?".
The eminent speakers shared their immense
knowledge and inspiring thoughts in the two days
chalked event. They left the audience all intrigued and
made them go curious to explore and research more to
satiate their curiosity. What a spell-bound session day it
was for the audience!
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COHEN TALKS
“Cohen Talks”, is a platform where eminent and
experienced personalities share their knowledge
and wisdom with the learners that would prove
beneﬁcial for their all-round development. The year
saw various stalwarts from different walks come and
share their wisdom and expertise with our children
and staff. The pandemic didn’t dampen our spirits
and we continued conducting Cohen talks virtually.

Once the government guidelines were eased, CIS was
proud to conduct “Cohen Talks” in our school
auditorium, it resulted in a highly interactive session
as it was a physical interaction with a lot of curious
questionnaires from our learners.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
School is the second home and
serves several purposes in a child's
life. From boosting their conﬁdence
to make them learn the importance
of teamwork and socialisation, the
school does it all. Away from home,
schools become the place for
children to spend their maximum
time.
Our school creates an environment
that not only assures learning for
your child, but also pays special
attention to the mental and the
physical well-being of the students.
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OUR TEACHERS
The greatest asset of a school is the personality of a teacher. – John Strachan

Our teachers herald the ﬂag of Cohen. The school
honours and felicitates them at every given opportunity.
Students’s adulation, acknowledgement and
appreciation of our Teachers on the occasion of
Teachers’ Day.

A day recognized as that of national pride and honour
Cohen staff paid tribute to the national ﬂag being
hoisted at our campus on the occasion of
Independence Day exuberating a sense of self
identity as privileged citizens of independent India.
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ACCOLADES

Cohen International School was felicitated by the Sambad group on the occasion of Regional Business Week for
contributions to the ﬁeld of education. CIS has been making great strides in education in Odisha Cohen
International School provides various scholarship programmes for meritorious students. We also take pride in our
Cohen School integrated Programme where we prepare students for various competitions along with CBSE
curriculum. Our school focuses on the comprehensive and holistic development of students. It aims to make them
future-ready global citizens.
We are situated in the Education Hub of Odisha wherein our neighbourhood, we have various institutions of
national repute like IIT, NISER and upcoming Skill Development of India. We are focusing and encouraging our
students to take up technical skills to be ready for tomorrow’s needs and be future innovators & entrepreneurs. CIS
provides students with the right platform for their future careers.
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MEDIA PRESENCE

News 7 is one of the leading news

channels of our state featured an
exclusive tête-à-tête with the
management and staff of the Cohen
International School.“The telecast had Mr.
Jyoti Ranjan Tripathy - Chairman, Cohen
International School shared his vision of
the school and the learning approaches
inspired by the International
Baccalaureate teaching-learning
pedagogy that is being implemented for
the holistic education for the children of the
sch o o l .“Vi ce -C h a i rma n , Mr. Vi ka s
Bahinipati gave an insight into the
enriching teaching methodology and
programmes that are being conducted for
experiential learning to achieve the
mission and vision the school stands
for.“The Co-ordinators - Mr. Debasis Rath
(Senior) and Ms. Nehal Dugar (Primary),
Academic Counsellor & Primary
Facilitator - Ms. Debjani Dutta, facilitators
and staff spoke passionately about the
teaching practices, learning community
and the reasons why CIS is the sought
school by parents for the academic
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OUR KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS VIDWAN CLASSES

For IIT-JEE/NEET

Total
Selection
in NEET

1222

+

5527

+

84

26

+

Total
Selection
in KVPY

502

Total
Selection
in NTSE

+

896

+
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Only Institute of Odisha having Maximum Selections in
JEE ADVANCED-2021 from School Integrated Programme
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STATE
TOPPER

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
C B S E

B. ARCH

For IIT-JEE/NEET

A F F I L I A T E D

SRINATH SAHU

IIT-ROORKEE
COMPUTER SCIENCE

IIT-KHARAGPUR
CIVEL ENG.

BIBHUJIT NAYAK
IIT-BHU (BANARAS)
CHEMICAL

ANIMESH PRADHAN
IIT-KHARAGPUR
MINING

AHAN PANDA
IIT-ROORKEE,
MECHANICAL

RUTURAJ ACHARYA
IIT-ROORKEE,
GEOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY

PRANEET KU. PATRA
IIT-KHARAGPUR
MANUFACTURING

SUBHAJIT BISWAS

SATYAM AGRAWAL
IIT-KHARAGPUR
MANUFACTURING

SAMEER R. SAHU
IIIT RAIPUR
ECE

dedicated towards excellence
Performance By Vidwanites in JEE Main-2021
NTA SCORE

99.97

ABOVE 90.00 NTA SCORE

Percentile

State Topper

ARYAN AGRAWAL

ANIMESH PRADHAN
NTA SCORE:99.32

PRIYANSHU HOTA
NTA SCORE:97.50

SANKET NAIK

BIBHUJIT NAYAK

ABHILASH KAR

RUTURAJ ACHARYA

NTA SCORE:99.32

NTA SCORE:97.42

NTA SCORE:99.17

OM PRAKASH SWAIN PRABHU PRASAD SAHOO
NTA SCORE:95.60

ROSHAN RAJ

NTA SCORE:95.23

SRINATH SAHU

BHUMI TAYAL

ADITYA RAAZ

NTA SCORE:98.96

NTA SCORE:98.92

NTA SCORE:98.91

NTA SCORE:98.81

SATWIK RATH

PRATYUSH P. DEHUR

MADHUMITA JENA

SUBHAJIT BISWAS

NTA SCORE:97.18

NTA SCORE:97.10

NTA SCORE:96.90

NTA SCORE:96.82

RASHMI P. SATPATHY VEDAGYA BHALOTIA SOUVIK SATTWIK AGASTI SILPA PRIYADARSHINI
NTA SCORE:95.09

NTA SCORE:94.89

NTA SCORE:94.58

NTA SCORE:94.51

ANSHU BISWAL

TEJASH MISHRA

AHAN PANDA

NTA SCORE:98.77

50+
SATYAM AGRAWAL
NTA SCORE:98.36

BISWARANJAN GURU SWADHIN KU. NAYAK
NTA SCORE:96.41

ABHINABA DASH
NTA SCORE:94.17

NTA SCORE:96.17

ANISH DASH

NTA SCORE:94.06

SIDDHARTH KUMAR

TOTAL
SELECTIONS

+

47

Out of 89

PRANEET KU. PATRA

NTA SCORE:98.15

NTA SCORE:98.06

ANKIT PAL

ABINASH MISHRA

SAGAR MALLICK

SAMEER RANJAN SAHU

SOUMYAJIT MITRA

PAYAL PATRA

HITESH MOHANTY

SUMAN SAHOO

NTA SCORE:96.10

NTA SCORE:93.82

NTA SCORE:96.04

NTA SCORE:93.82

NTA SCORE:97.69

NTA SCORE:95.90

NTA SCORE:93.82

& many more....

NTA SCORE:95.88

NTA SCORE:97.28

SHREENIJA SAHOO

SIDDHARTH KUMAR
IIT-MADRAS
ELECTRICAL

IIT-ROORKEE,
COMPUTER SCIENCE
& many more....

SANKET NAIK
IIT-KANPUR,
ELECTRICAL

VEDAGYA BHALOTIA
IIT-DELHI ,
ELECTRICAL

NTA SCORE:99.33

BHUMI TAYAL
SRINATH
SAHU
IIT-KHARAGPUR
MECHANICAL

st

STATE
TOPPER

ARYAN AGRAWAL

ALHAN CH. BESHRA
IIT-KHARAGPUR
MECHANICAL

1

Congratulates Its Knowledge Partner

nd

DURGA MADHAB DAS ANINDITA PATNAIK SOUMYA RANJAN PATRA ABHISEK KHUNTIA
NTA SCORE:93.07

NTA SCORE:92.68

NTA SCORE:92.20

NTA SCORE:92.20

NTA SCORE:91.98

NTA SCORE:91.51

SWAYAM PRAKASH KAR S HARIKRISHNA PANICKER JYOTISHREE BEHERA
NTA SCORE:91.44

NTA SCORE:91.27

NTA SCORE:91.12

GIRIK JAI

NTA SCORE:90.63

RUCHIKA MAHAJAN KASHISH RAGHUWANSHI
NTA SCORE:90.44

NTA SCORE:90.22

Corporate Office : 308, Mahanee Complex, District Centre, C.S Pur, Bhubaneswar-751016, Odisha, (M) 9777440455, 9777440463
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2Yrs. Classroom Programme (CRP)

1

NTA SCORE

99.99

Percentile

2Yrs. Classroom Programme (CRP)

Proud moment, in JEE ADVANCED-2020
from School Integrated Programme
Congratulates Its Knowledge Partner

COHEN
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
C B S E

NTA SCORE

For IIT-JEE/NEET

99.98

A F F I L I A T E D

Percentile

State Topper (JEE Main)

State Topper (JEE Main)

SOURABH S. DAS

STHITI P. SAHOO
IIT-DELHI,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

STHITI P. SAHOO

SOURABH S. DAS
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

CHIRAG GHOSH
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

SHRESHTHA MISRA
IIT-ROORKEE,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

ANAND CHOURASIA
IIT-ROORKEE,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

PRATIK BEHERA
ARMAN ATIBUDHI
SATYAPRAGNYA KAR
SMRUTI R. MALLA
IIT-DELHI ,
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
IIT-DELHI,
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
MATHEMATICS & COMPUTING METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTATION

AKHIL AGRAWAL
IIT-ROORKEE ,
CIVIL ENGINEERING

SHATANSH PATNAIK
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
CIVIL ENGINEERING

GAGARIN ROUT
IIT-PATNA,
MECHANICAL ENG.

ANIRUDDHA PANDA
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
MINING ENGINEERING

SHIBASISH MAHANTA
IIT-BHU( BANARAS),
METALLURGY

SARTHAK MISHRA
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
INSTRUMENTATION

ADITYA SURESH
IIT-MADRAS,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

SAI S.MAHAKHUD
IIT-ROORKEE,
MECHANICAL

UTKARSH GUPTA
IIT-KHARAGPUR,
CIVIL ENG.

KANHU CH. PRADHAN
IIT-BHUBANESWAR,
MECHANICAL ENG.

BAIBHAV MOHANTY
IIT-PATNA,
CHEMICAL ENG.

& many more....

SUBHACHANDAN MOHAKUD
IIT-ROORKEE,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

SONU MEHER
JYOTIRADITYA MISHRA
IIT-BOMBAY,
IIT-BOMBAY,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ENGINEERING PHYSICS

PRAVAT PANDA
PRABHU S. PANDA
IISTIIT-BHUBANESWAR,
ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS ENG. THIRUVANANTHAPURAM- ELECTRONICS

We are DOCTORS
Total Selections

07

Out of 14

NIKHIL BEHERA
AIIMS, PATNA

SOURAV DAS
MKCG MEDICAL COLLEGE
& HOSPITAL, BRAHMAPUR

SPANDAN BEHERA
MKCG MEDICAL COLLEGE
& HOSPITAL, BRAHMAPUR

BODHADIPTO KUNDU
670 MARKS
AIR-1241

ANKIT TRIPATHY
650 MARKS
AIR-3938
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ABHILASHA SABOTH
645 MARKS
AIR-4873

PANKAJINI NAIK
VSSI - MEDICAL COLLEGE
& HOSPITAL, BURLA

NEET 2020

COHEN

COHEN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Excellent Performance by VIDWAN in JEE ADVANCED
2008

SUBHALI SUBHECHHA
IIT Kanpur, Electrical
State 2nd Topper

2012

RAJAT KU. PANDA
IIT Kanpur,
Computer Science

2016

RUKMANGADH SAI
IIT Bombay,
Computer Science

2020

2009

2010

SUBHRAS. PASAYAT
IIT Kharagpur,
Electrical

2011

SASWAT PADHI
IIT Bombay, Computer Science
East Zone Topper

2013

PRATEEK SAHU
IIT Kanpur,
Mechanical

2014

PRADYUT PRAKASH
IIT Bombay, Computer Science
East Zone 2nd Topper

2015

SATWIK DEV MISHRA
IIT Bombay, Electrical
East Zone 2nd Topper & State Topper

2017

VINEET EKKA
IIT Kharagpur,
Meachanical

2018

SIDDHARTH SEHGAL
IIT DELHI,
INDUSTRIAL ENG.

B. SMAYAN DAS
IIT Kharagpur,
Computer Science

2019

HARIKIRAN
IIT MADRAS
COMPUTER SCIENCE

2021

TOPPERS
From VIDWAN
In JEE ADVANCED
STHITI P. SAHOO
IIT-DELHI, COMPUTER SCIENCE

ARYAN AGRAWAL
AIR-347, 2nd STATE TOPPER
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COHEN
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
C B S E A F F I L I A T E D

Plot No. 111(P) & 112(P), Haridamada, (Near IIT - Bhubaneswar) Jatani, Khordha-752050
Cell: 91- 7077775310/11/13
Email: info@coheninternationalschool.com
www.coheninternationalschool.com

